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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
As we begin to see complex systems run in real time, it is extremely difficult for
the developers of the systems to find and test every edge case. Many of these systems
may be running on unmonitored or embedded systems. Modern programming languages,
especially interpreted languages that run in VMs (such as Microsoft’s .NET CLR or
Oracle’s Java,) have the ability to reflect upon the running state of the currently executing
process. As computer languages gained the ability to reflect upon their running states, it
should be possible for programs produced using those languages to detect and correct
errors. This would be similar to how a person can reflect upon and correct errors in their
past. In this thesis, I propose a system that is capable of accomplishing such a task.
Oreizy et al. laid out a set of questions to consider when dealing with selfadaptive systems, for which self-healing systems were a subset. These questions
included considerations for when, how and how often a system should be modified, how
autonomously the system should behave, and what kind of information is required [1].
These questions have created the framework for most self-adaptive systems.
There are several challenges in dealing with real time systems, whether
unmonitored or embedded. These types of systems are generally required to run
continuously without human interaction. In situations such as these, the answers to most
of the above questions are provided by the requirements of the real time system. The
1

self-healing framework would have to be fully autonomous; it is not feasible for a human
to stop, debug, and redeploy in such environments. Furthermore, the self-healing
framework must collect the necessary system state and data without interfering with the
required purpose of the real time system.
The internal data of the real time system must be acquired in real time. While all
the necessary data must be acquired, the real time system must return to a normal
operational state as quickly as possible. In order to return to a normal operational state as
quickly as possible, we need to analyze the data in a separate process. As such, we have
to quickly discover all the values we need to serialize, format the data correctly, pass the
data off for processing, and return control to the real time system. When dealing with a
real time system, we need to perform these operations before the next set of data comes
for processing. As such, an external inference engine will need to take the reports and
find patterns.
The self-healing framework should be configured to have the inference engine
running in a separate process. This would provide the flexibility to add as many possible
rules to the inference engine as we may need. However, as more rules are added, the
inference engine will take longer to produce a result. Again, tuning the system is almost
as crucial as developing the system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 covers the previous
research on the subject of self-healing systems. Chapter 3 covers an overview of my
approach. Chapter 4 covers my development of a prototype system. Chapter 5 covers
conclusions. Chapter 6 covers future work.
2

CHAPTER TWO
BACKGROUND
The framework for self-healing systems was first introduced in the late 1990s [1].
At that time, there were nothing more than some theoretical guidelines for how a selfhealing system should behave. This fueled the academic community to continue research
until the first workshop on self-healing systems occurred in 2002. During this workshop,
many of the foundational writings on self-healing systems were presented [2, 3, 4, 5].
One of the most widely used papers from this workshop came from David Garlan
and Bradley Schmerl. Their framework is an expanded version of the system architecture
proposed by Oreizy et al. From the paper:
An executing system (1) is monitored to observe its run
time behaviour (2). Monitored values are abstracted and
related to architectural properties of an architectural model
(3). Changing properties of the architectural model trigger
constraint evaluation (4) to determine whether the system is
operating within an envelope of acceptable ranges.
Violations of constraints are handled by a repair
mechanism (5), which adapts the architecture.
Architectural changes are propagated to the running system
(6). [2]
Almost every subsequent paper references this work. The only other proposed
framework from the workshop came from Selvin George, David Evans, and Lance
Davidson. They proposed a system that was closely modeled on human biology. The
system is created with cells that have the ability to replicate and heal themselves. While

they did produce a working prototype, they admit that developing a complex program of
this type would be “infeasible” [3].
Much of the work past this point either focused on how to design systems with
self-healing in mind [6] or keeping an application running by tuning the system that runs
the application [7]. There were a few notable works that tried to move beyond this. The
first of these works created a system that could automatically detach, recompile and
reattach a module [8]. This seemed to be the first time anyone tried to actively repair a
running application. While it did attempt to correct problems found in real time, it still
disables part of the system until the update is complete.
Another work created a system that could be inserted at the VM level. The
system would collect non-deterministic inputs. This reduced the overhead required to
produce error reports. However, the system did not attempt to repair the errors. Rather,
the system would create exact replicas of the exceptional behavior [9]. Similarly, another
work created an architectural system that would monitor its own performance. Once the
system recognized a component that was behaving inefficiently, the component would be
flagged for reconfiguration. Like the above system, this method did not produce a selfhealing component. The system merely alerted the designers of poorly performing
components [10]. A later work did manage to reconfigure and update automatically.
However, the system had very specific architectural requirements [11].
A more recent solution used leases and consistency checks to correct errors. The
method was applied to hardware device drivers. When either the lease expired or there
was a failure in a consistency check, the device would recycle to a known idle state [12].
4

While this did allow the system to remain reliable for longer periods of time, it did
nothing to correct problems that were encountered.
Other recent works created systems that exploited the redundancies in
programming languages. When a running application encountered an error, the system
could switch between equivalent functions [13, 14]. While they did show some system
improvement, it is unfeasible to have redundant libraries for every imaginable task.
A final work worth mentioning used an approach very similar to mine. The
system collected data from valid passes to create various good state snapshots. Once an
error was encountered, the system found the best possible previously known good state to
roll back the program. This framework did not attempt to fix the error [15].

5

CHAPTER THREE
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
As I approached this system, my goal was to eliminate unhandled exceptions. An
unhandled exception will completely terminate a thread. While the system can be
prevented from terminating with default exception handlers, this has two undesired
effects. First, the time to handle exceptions is great when compared to the time to validate
data. Second, if a default exception handler is used to log the data, it could be a long time
before a patch can be released to prevent the exception from recurring.
My intent was to create a system that can keep a system stable from unforeseen
occurrences. If the system is implemented early in the development cycle, the developers
can use the data from testing to improve the stability of the system. Over time, the
developers can remove the framework from large amounts of the final product before
deployment.
However, it is not possible to feasibly test every edge case within a product. The
developers can leave the framework attached to areas of the application that are either the
most critical or the most problematic. An example of such area would be where
nondeterministic data is received from external sensors. The developers could leave the
framework installed in the production environment to prevent these edge cases from
resulting in catastrophic system failure.

Furthermore, it is not possible for the system to capture non-exceptional behavior.
A function is expected to receive input and produce output. If the function receives
garbage input, the function will produce garbage output. A subject matter expert would
need to validate the inputs and output of a function. This system is meant to prevent
process termination; it cannot perform data validation.
The system acts as both a fault tolerance system and a self-healing system. A
fault tolerant system endeavors to keep the system running under all circumstances.
Typically, this is accomplished with some performance hit to the system. This system
performs that function. In addition to this, the system aims to actively correct the errors.
This will help the system return to full performance after some degradation has occurred.
When I designed the system, I had three key goals in mind. The system had to be
easy to embed, scalable, and modular. I will begin by discussing the general architecture
of the system. I will then explain how the design choices of the general architecture are
reflected my three key goals.
General System Architecture
The system begins with the framework injected into the source code of the target
process. The framework is enabled by deriving your object from an abstract class. This
injects some base functionality into the class. Once this information is embedded in the
class, the developer is able to flag methods with attributes to enable the monitoring.

7

The monitoring is performed by three functions. These functions are triggered by
advices1 added to a target method. The first advice catches all unhandled exceptions in
the target method. If the target method produces an unhandled exception, the advice
collects the exception, the name, and the state of the method. This information, called an
error report, is passed to a message queue for future use.
The second advice runs on successful completion of the target method. When the
target method successfully completes, there is a small chance the advice will collect the
same information as above. This information, called a valid pass, is passed to a separate
message queue for future use.
The final advice runs before the method is executed. This advice checks for
previously discovered conditions that could cause errors. These conditions are passed to
the target method in a structure called an error check. All runtime error checks are
performed before the method is allowed to execute. If a check detects a condition that
previously caused an error, the advice returns with a pre-established return value and
does not allow the target method to execute.
A separate process, perhaps even on a separate machine, monitors the above
referenced message queues. This process is referred to as the inference engine. Once a
message is discovered in one of the queues, it reads the message. If the message was an
error report, the system files the report data into a list of error reports for that method and

1

In AOP, an advice is a method that is dynamically added to an application. A larger discussion of AOP
and advices is included later in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1 : Process Flow for Self-Healing System
exception. If the message was a valid pass, the system files the report into a list of valid
passes for that method.
Once the inference engine has at least three error reports for a given method and
exception, the list of error reports for the method and exception and the list of valid
passes for the method are passed to a collection of analyzers. The analyzers are
dynamically loaded assemblies that perform some function on the reports. Ideally, the
analyzer will look for a pattern within the error reports. Once a pattern is discovered, the
analyzer will produce an error check. The error check is tested against the list of valid
passes. This ensures we did not find patterns that are not problematic. If no known valid
pass satisfies the conditions in the proposed error check, the error check is returned to the
inference engine.
When the inference engine receives an error check, the error check is passed to a
message queue. The target process monitors this queue. When the message is received, it
is unpacked and placed into a list of error checks for the monitored method. The next
time the method is run, the error check is used by the pre-execution advice. A complete
process flow is included as Figure 3.1.
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Easy To Embed
For the system to be feasible, the system had to be easy for a developer to use.
The system uses large amounts of boilerplate code. Even if this code was hidden in a
library, the developer would need to include large amounts of try/catch/finally blocks to
correctly call the code. This would make it difficult for the developer to embed the
framework within applications and reduce the readability of the code. Due to these facts,
the system had to minimize this code.
Furthermore, the system had to have direct access to the state of the method at the
time of failure. For this condition to be met, the system had to be able to encapsulate the
data at the precise point of failure. If the developer manually inserted the required
try/catch/finally blocks into the system to embed the framework, the developer would
have to manually pass the system state variables into the framework. If we allowed the
failure to propagate down the stack, we would lose this state information.
My solution to this problem was to use aspect-oriented programming (AOP.)
AOP allows developers to define aspects that deal with a very specific functionality.
Once this aspect has been defined, the developers use attributes to flag the functionality
into the method. The flagged methods have the functionality inserted into the method at
the time of compilation2.
Additionally, the new functionality is not inserted directly into the method.
Rather, the system intercepts the call to the method and adds the functionality around the

2

There are several frameworks that are capable of fulfilling this need. These techniques include
metaprogramming and context-oriented programming. Salvaneschi et al. provide a good explanation and
comparison of the various techniques [16].
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original call. In my system, I use an aspect that creates a middle tier method that places
the original method call inside an exception handler. I define advices, which are
specialized methods, to be called within the scope of this method. Doing this completely
separates my framework from the original code.
Scalability
For the system to be feasible, the system needed to be fully scalable. This
scalability refers to both the target process and the inference engine. The system must be
stable when running on multiple target processes. This would allow the system to be in
place on multiple machines simultaneously. If the target processes on a few of these
machines all discovered the same error, the error check could patch systems that never
received the error. This behavior could help keep large scale installations running when a
problem is rippling down nodes.
The system also needs to be scalable in reference to the inference engine. The
target process may use many different components. These components may be used by
multiple systems. When the target process sends a report to the queue, multiple inference
engines may peek at the data. When the inference engine peeks at the data, we can
ensure the inference engine that analyzes the component receives the data. This is
beneficial for two reasons. The first reason is that components tend to be used by
multiple systems. As such, it is difficult to test every edge case of use [14].
The second reason is that isolating the inference engine for a component allows us
to spread the workload across multiple systems. This would allow a small, specific
inference engine to run on a commodity level workstation. On the other hand, an
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inference engine that addressed many components might require the use of cutting edge
servers. Since efficiency in producing a result is key, the horizontal architecture of a grid
would be well suited to the problem.
Modularity
For the system to be feasible, the system needed to be modular in regards to the
analyzers. Generic pattern recognition algorithms can only be effective when the
algorithms have knowledge of the referenced data. While it is simple to find patterns in
generic data types, developers would need to create custom analyzers that have proper
knowledge of the custom data types.
The system is designed to load analyzers that exist in separate dynamically loaded
libraries (DLL.) These DLLs are loaded by the inference engine at runtime. At any time,
the developer can create a new DLL that follows the signature of a provided template.
Once loaded, the analyzer can effectively work with custom types contained in an error
report or valid pass.

12

CHAPTER FOUR
CASE STUDY
I chose to implement this case study in C#. I made this decision solely on my
own familiarity with the language. My approach should work in any language that has at
least the same native reflective abilities as C#. The principle required functionality is the
ability to discover the runtime state of any object.
Development of the prototype system consisted of several projects. I will begin
by addressing the specifics of one or two projects. The following chapter contains a
sample system created to test the framework and the results of numerous test runs.
The source code referenced in the appendices reflects the state of this project at
the time of writing. I am still actively developing the project and have released the
source code as an open source project. The current version of the source code can be
found at https://github.com/tnwops/SelfHeal.
Cross Project Objects
The first project to be discussed contains the collection of objects that get passed
between the target process and the inference engine. The three primary objects are the
ErrorReport, ValidPass, and ErrorCheck. The complete source code for this project is
included in Appendix B.

An ErrorReport and a ValidPass are very similar; they vary by one property3.
This is because the purpose of the objects is the same. They both have the task of
transferring the state of a method from the target process to the inference engine. The
objects contain the signature of the method4 and a dictionary. The dictionary key is the
identifier for the parameter or property used by the method. The dictionary value that
corresponds to a key is a reference to the object referenced by the identifier. An
ErrorReport also contains the name of the unhandled exception that the framework
caught.
The ErrorCheck object contains a code snippet that tests some relation between
two objects. The object contains the names of two objects, which are identifiers for the
objects used in the ErrorReport. The ErrorCheck also contains a string which is the code
for the ErrorCheck. When the target process receives an ErrorCheck, it dynamically
compiles the code and places a reference to the new function into a delegate. This
delegate will perform the operation on the two objects. If the operation returns true, then
it is assumed that the data would cause an exception in the method. The framework will
instruct the method to immediately return a pre-established value.

3

I use the term property to mean the C# definition of a property. In C#, a property is a wrapper for a class
variable. The developer is able to use the property as if it was a variable. However, the class can define
custom logic for when the value is set or retrieved. For any other language, this can be thought of as a class
variable.
4
The signature of the method is the fully qualified name of the method and the fully qualified types of the
input parameters. This information should be sufficient to uniquely identify the exact method that
encountered the exception.
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Target Process Monitor and Healer
The next project is the framework that is embedded in the target process. This
library includes three classes5. The complete source code for this project is included in
Appendix E.
The first class, named MonitoredPropertyAttribute, is a standard attribute. This
attribute allows the developer to inform the framework of properties that are used in the
method. This was used to reduce the size of the data to be transmitted to the inference
engine.
The second class, named MonitoredClass, is the abstract base class from which
the target object must inherit. This class contains a list of ErrorChecks and some state
information that is used in the third class. The class also creates a listener that can
receive ErrorChecks from the inference engine.
The final class, named MonitoredMethodAttribute, is the main utility class for the
library. This class uses PostSharp, an AOP framework, to inject the required
functionality into the target method. This class has three principle methods: OnEntry,
OnSuccess, and OnException.
OnEntry executes registered ErrorChecks. If ErrorChecks have been received,
this method will iterate through them and evaluate each check. If any check is
conclusive, the method will return before the target method is executed. The target

5

There is a fourth class called ConcurrentCollection. This is an overload of Collection object that is
thread-safe.
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process will receive a pre-established return value. If no check is conclusive, the method
will pass execution to the originally called method.
If the system does not receive an ErrorCheck for the method, the only code
executed is a single dictionary lookup. This lookup uses the method signature to look for
a list of ErrorChecks. Since this dictionary lookup checks for the existence of a hashed
key, the operation runs at nearly O(1). As such, there is almost no overhead for a method
that has not received an ErrorCheck.
OnException serializes data in the case of an unhandled exception. This method
is passed all the information about the method that just failed. OnException collects this
data and creates an ErrorReport. Once the ErrorReport is complete, the report is passed
to a message queue for the inference engine to receive. Finally, OnException sets a flag
to notify the function to collect the next available ValidPass. If the system never throws
an exception, this method will never be executed.
OnSuccess is called when the target method completes successfully. When this
occurs, the method checks for either of two conditions to be true. First, the method
checks the state of the flag mentioned above. If this flag is not present, the system will
check a random number generator. If the returned value, between 0 and 1, is less than
0.005, then the second condition is considered true. This gives OnSuccess a one half of
one percent chance of executing6.

6

During my research, I tried several methods to quickly create this small percentage. These methods
included statistics from the system clock (such as the Julian time in nanoseconds) and bitwise operations on
generated GUIDs. The comparison from the generated pseudo-random number was the most efficient.
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Once OnSuccess runs, the method produces and queues a ValidPass in the exact
same procedure used by OnException. As such, OnSuccess runs in about the same order
as OnException. However, it will typically run much more often than OnException.
Inference Engine and Analyzers
The final pieces are used by the inference engine. The first library is called
AnalyzerBase. The complete source code for this project is included in Appendix A.
This library provides a class and an interface. The class, a generic class named
AbstractAnalyzerBase, provides a common base class and method signature for
extracting Analyzers from the compiled DLL. This allows the inference engine to create
instances of the analyzers contained in the library.
The interface enforces the required method signature for an analyzer. This
method, named AnalyzeErrors, receives a list of ErrorReports and a list of ValidPasses.
The implementation of the method should analyze the ErrorReport to find any trends.
Once a trend is discovered, the analyzer will produce one or more ErrorChecks. The
ErrorChecks are applied to the ValidPasses to ensure they will not limit any known good
data. Any ErrorCheck that passes through the ValidPasses is returned to the inference
engine. An example of an Analyzer is discussed in the next chapter.
This brings us to the inference engine. The entire inference engine is contained in
one simple class. The complete source code for this project is included in Appendix C.
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The program begins by loading all the available Analyzers. Once this completes,
the inference engine begins to monitor the ErrorReport and ValidPass message queues.
Once everything initializes, the inference engine enters the main loop.
The main loop continually checks the ErrorReport lists for sufficient data. Once a
particular method has reported sufficient data about an exception, the collected
ErrorReports and ValidPasses are passed to all available Analyzers. Any returned
ErrorChecks are placed in the outgoing ErrorCheck Queue.

18

CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
In order to test the system, I created a simple command-line application that
produced an exception by dividing by zero. The application calls a function that
subtracts a method parameter from a class property and uses the result in the denominator
of a division operation. Anytime the parameter and property are equal, the system throws
the exception7. The complete source code for this project is included in Appendix F.
I also created an analyzer called the MatchingDataAnalyzer. This analyzer
compares the values of every possible pair of parameters and properties. If a particular
pair of values are found to always match, the resultant ErrorCheck instructs the
application to check the pair at runtime. The complete source code for this project is
included in Appendix D.
I ran ten iterations of six sets of sample data for the test. Every set of sample data
called the functions 100,000 times. The sets produced 1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 and
50,000 exceptions that were evenly distributed throughout the test. A graph of the results
is included below in Figure 5.1. The full set of results is included in Appendix G.

7

This particular test was based on the unconfirmed report of a system embedded in an experimental
aircraft. The aircraft’s computer systems always crashed shortly after take-off. It was later discovered that
the test took place at an airstrip that was below sea level. The system crashed when the aircraft crossed sea
level and received an altitude value of zero.
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Figure 5.1: Results of Case Study

The results for the first three batches performed as I expected. The framework
ran marginally slower than the raw failing function. This displays the overhead in the
system. The test case that produced only one exception ran at nearly the same speed for
both cases. In this situation, the target process did not produce enough exceptions to
create an error check. This shows that the overhead of the framework in negligible in
well performing systems.
As the system became more volatile, the protected case begins to perform better
than the exceptional case. This displays the true overhead of exceptions. When I
conducted the test that produced an exception on every other iteration, the protected case
ran over 35 time faster than the exceptional case. This displays that the framework could
be viable with further refinement.
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CHAPTER SIX
FUTURE WORK
There are several tasks that need to be accomplished to turn this project into a
viable framework. The first task is a collision detection algorithm. In the current state,
the system stores all received reports, passes, and checks. I need to check new messages
against currently stored messages. If the messages contain the exact same data, the
system should merely update a hit count.
The system is currently reliant on an abstract base class. This was done to inject
necessary pieces into the class that contains the target method. However, C# only allows
for single inheritance of classes. This can cause problems in the design strategy for the
target process. Migrating the class overhead functionality out of the class, thus removing
the dependency on the abstract base class, will aid in the ease of injecting the system into
previously developed code.
There is currently no method to save the values in the queues. This is a problem
with serializing abstract data. I need to provide a method to save and load previously
collected data. This will not only provide the information to the developers of the
system, it will allow the system to retain the previous data in the event of a restart.
There is currently only a mechanism to add method parameters and class
properties to the ErrorReport and ValidPass objects. The system would need to be

expanded to allow more information to be collected. An example of such information
would include global state variables.
The system was written using the Microsoft Message Queue. This decision was
used purely for ease of initial development. However, this type of queue is only useful
for either single machine setups or setups that are isolated to a single Windows domain.
The message queue system would need to change to a more enterprise ready system, such
as RabbitMQ.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
SOURCE CODE FOR ANALYZER BASE
AbstractAnalyzerFactory.cs

IAnalyzer.cs

APPENDIX B
SOURCE CODE FOR DATA TRANSFER
ErrorCheck.cs

ErrorReport.cs

ValidPass.cs

ValueTypes.cs
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APPENDIX C
SOURCE CODE FOR INFERENCE ENGINE
Program.cs
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APPENDIX D
SOURCE CODE FOR MATCHING DATA ANALYZER
AnalyzerFactory.cs

MatchingDataAnalyzer.cs
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APPENDIX E
SOURCE CODE FOR SELF HEAL
ConcurrentCollection.cs

MonitoredClass.cs
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MonitoredMethodAttribute.cs
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MonitoredPropertyAttribute.cs
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APPENDIX F
SOURCE CODE FOR TARGET PROCESS
Program.cs
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APPENDIX G
FULL RESULTS OF CASE STUDY
The test case was a command-line application that produced a
DivideByZeroException. I produced two identical versions of this function. The function
that did not use my framework is the Failing Function. The function that did use my
framework is the Test Function. The functions were executed 100,000 times each and
produced the displayed number of exceptions. The values under the Failing Function and
Test Function columns are the time to complete the test, in seconds.

Test Run

Exceptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Failing Function
Test Function
2.8061643
2.992552
2.8690406
2.9734431
2.8962656
3.002604
2.7653814
2.9321342
2.898426
2.9718616
2.894179
2.9640873
2.78699
2.9672143
2.8011749
2.9561864
2.8251744
2.964151
2.8209449
2.9551707
2.83637411
2.96794046

Table G.1: Results of Run with 1 Exception

Test Run

Exceptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Average

Failing Function
Test Function
2.2571277
3.6212097
2.8032533
3.7343487
2.7782753
3.7027386
2.9440452
3.7151021
2.8132116
3.6984005
2.8030428
3.6866802
2.7712835
3.7253602
2.820882
3.650862
2.8183683
3.7452081
2.789248
3.7799256
2.75987377
3.70598357

Table G.2: Results of Run with 10 Exceptions

Test Run

Exceptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Failing Function
Test Function
3.215629
4.0202139
3.1793207
4.1649309
3.2146535
4.1507555
3.2892634
4.1242311
3.1909371
4.1662212
3.2121962
4.1087136
3.2520476
4.077216
3.2432242
4.0384303
3.2017956
4.1016548
3.2222366
4.0339785
3.22213039
4.09863458

Table G.3: Results of Run with 100 Exceptions
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Test Run

Exceptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Average

Failing Function
Test Function
7.1387965
4.2077974
6.8673817
4.1461779
6.8474052
4.2008757
6.8045807
4.254513
7.1334813
4.1333761
6.9995886
4.1559802
7.1206863
4.156847
6.8590216
4.2320166
6.9602144
4.1672104
7.0913303
4.1497159
6.98224866
4.18045102

Table G.4: Results of Run with 1,000 Exceptions

Test Run

Exceptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average

10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

Failing Function
Test Function
40.3345713
4.2082386
40.6188187
4.5358447
40.4379089
4.5228688
40.4007054
4.4612528
40.5548647
4.5341533
37.9955828
4.6414215
37.8999566
4.501481
40.8029907
4.1908554
40.3238131
4.565166
40.6202223
4.6093585
39.99894345
4.47706406

Table G.5: Results of Run with 10,000 Exceptions
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Test Run

Exceptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000
50000

Average

Failing Function
Test Function
189.3531015
4.5072787
185.9590957
4.6005728
185.5238956
5.2008445
186.061684
4.4462524
187.0284616
4.4845296
188.0877183
4.5558227
6.8528663
4.7442455
184.3439296
4.5300124
183.8464904
4.8322752
188.2792494
4.561634
168.5336492
4.64634678

Table G.6: Results of Run with 50,000 Exceptions

Test Run
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

Exceptions
1
10
100
1000
10000
50000

Failing Function
Test Function
2.83637411
2.96794046
2.75987377
3.70598357
3.22213039
4.09863458
6.98224866
4.18045102
39.99894345
4.47706406
168.5336492
4.64634678

Table G.7: Aggregate Results of Test Runs
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